Dash cam install kit

In addition to providing a constant supply of power, hardwire kits help protect your vehicle from
potential battery drain. Hardwiring your dash cam is a necessary step to take for users who
want to use the Parking Mode feature found on their dash cams. Using a hardwire kit allows for
safe operation of your dash cam and ensures your dash cam is running properly. This guide will
take you through each step to ensure your hardwire kit is properly installed. The installation
process should take anywhere from minutes and will require several tools to ensure a safe
installation. Understanding the role and how the fuse box works will be crucial to the
installation process. Hardwiring your dash cam is a advanced installation method that requires
technical know-how. We highly recommend reading through this guide in its entirety before
begininng. Install at your own discretion. Consult your car technician if you continue to have
issues. Please follow each step accordingly to ensure a safe installation. Charger Plus Hardwire
Kit. Add-a-Fuse Kit. Without a fuse box to protect the electrical components of your vehicle, an
overload can cause overheating, damage and possible fire to your vehicle. We will be
connecting our hardwire kit to the fuse box so that we can supply power to our dash cam. The
location of the fuse box will vary depending on the make, model, or year of your vehicle. Use a
fuse box diagram to locate the fuse box for your car. If you do not have a fuse box diagram,
refer to your user manual or contact your manufacturer for more information. A quick search
online can quickly yield results as well. If your vehicle has multiple fuse boxes, choose one that
is easily accessible and closest to your dash cam. Without a battery, your car would not be able
to start. Before you proceed with the installation, make sure your battery is in good health. The
location of your car battery will differ from car to car. Refer to your user manual for the exact
location of your battery. If the user manual does not provide this information, simply contact the
original car manufacturer or search for answers online. A healthy car battery will not only
ensure that your vehicle is running properly, but will also ensure that your hardwire kit and
dash cam will perform as intended. If your car battery is in poor health, we recommend
replacing your battery. In some cases, you may have to remove a car battery cover to see the
negative and positive terminals. Plug your black and red lead into your multimeter and set it to
20 DCV. Make note of the reading. A healthy battery should read If your battery reads below The
purpose of a ground wire is to provide a path back to the source of the electrical current in the
event of a fault. Grounding your wire is crucial to the safety of yourself and your vehicle in the
event of a short circuit. If improperly installed, your hardwire may not work. However, vehicles
today are built with a combination of metals, spot welds, glued together uni-body panels and
isolated chassis components. Therefore, we cannot assume that a good ground will
automatically be on the chassis. TIP: In most vehicles, you should be able to locate an obvious
ground near the fuse box. The continuity and resistance test are 2 different testing methods for
a ground point. The continuity test measures flow between two points. If the multimeter detects
low resistance, the two points are connected electrically and a tone will emit to identify a
complete path. Resistance test measures the amount of resistance between two points. The
lower the resistance, the better ground it is. Plug your black and red lead into your multimeter
and set it to Continuity Test or ohms. If it does not beep, look for another ground point to test.
Plug your black and red lead into your multimeter and set it to Resistance Mode or Diode Check.
A good ground should read less than 0. Constant and Switched fuses are 2 types of electrical
circuits you will find in your fuse box. In this step, we will need to determine x1 constant and x1
switched fuse to use. For example, the interior light of your vehicle might use a constant fuse
because it maintains power even if your vehicle is turned off. Using your fuse box diagram
choose a constant fuse to test. Place the black lead on your ground point. Test the fuse by
placing the red lead on each end of the fuse. If your multimeter reads 12V , it is a constant fuse.
If not, pick another fuse to test. Switched fuses are the opposite and only receive power when
your car is turned on. An example of this is the AC. In order for the AC to work, the ignition
must be turned on. NOTE: Some vehicles maintain power a few minutes after being turned off.
Make sure your vehicle is completely turned off. You may need to let your vehicle sit for a
couple of minutes to fully shutdown. Using your fuse box diagram choose a swtiched fuse to
test. The terms "line" and "load" are shorthand words that refer to the wires that deliver power
from the source to a device line , vs. By determining both line and load side, your hardwire kit
and dash cam will be properly protected in the event of a overcurrent. The multimeter will tell us
which side of the fuse is line and which side is load. Choose one of your fuses to test either
constant or switched. Remove your fuse and insert a add-a-fuse into the empty slot. With the
black lead touching your ground point, test for line side by placing the red lead on the bottom
left slot of your add-a-fuse. It should read 12V. Test for load side by placing the red lead on the
bottom right slot of your add-a-fuse. It should read 0V. If the above is true, your add-a-fuse is
placed in the correct position. Leave the add-a-fuse inserted if in the correct orientation. If not,
remove the add-a-fuse and insert in the opposite direction. Once inserted, repeat steps to test.

NOTE : Remember to do this for both your constant and switched fuse. In this case, a dash cam.
Remove either one of the add-a-fuse from Step 5 while remembering the correct orientation of
the placement. Insert the new fuse for your dash cam at the top of the add-a-fuse. Re-insert the
add-a-fuse back in the correct orientation. NOTE: The new fuse must be a lower amp than the
original fuse. For instance, if the fuse you removed from your car is 10A, insert a fuse lower
than 10A at the top of your add-a-fuse. Use a crimp tool to attach. Unscrew the ground screw so
that you are able to wrap the GND Black wire around. Continue to wrap the GND wire around the
ground screw until firmly secure. Tighten the Ground screw so that the GND wire is securely
fastened. Insert both of your add-a-fuses back into its correct slot while making sure it is in the
correct orientation as determine in Step 5. Once everything is connected, turn ON your vehicle.
If the RED light is on, turn off your vehicle. Make sure your vehicle is completely turned off and
then turn your vehicle back on. You may need to wait a couple of minutes for your vehicle to
completely turn off before turning on again. Configure the voltage setting and timer setting
based on the information printed on the hardwire kit. Switches correspond to the direction of
the arrow is pointing in. For example, if the arrow is pointing up, flip the switch up. If the arrow
is pointing down, flip the switch down. Configure as needed. NOTE : Base the voltage setting on
the health of your battery. If you set the voltage setting above Should you require additional
information or if you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. A member of our
team will respond to you within 24 hours. Or comment below and let us know if you found this
article helpful. Getting Started This guide will take you through each step to ensure your
hardwire kit is properly installed. View fullsize. How to Locate Your Fuse Box The location of the
fuse box will vary depending on the make, model, or year of your vehicle. What is a Car Battery?
Step 2: Test Your Car Battery A healthy car battery will not only ensure that your vehicle is
running properly, but will also ensure that your hardwire kit and dash cam will perform as
intended. Testing Your Car Battery Instructions. Locating a Ground Point. Continuity Test. Step
4: Constant And Switched Fuse. What is a Constant Fuse? What is a Switched Fuse? How to
Test for a Switched Fuse Make sure your vehicle is completely turned off. Step 5: Line And Load
Side. Instructions for Determining Line and Load Side. Repeat the above steps for the other
fuse. Repeat the steps for the other add-a-fuse. Setting Up the Hardwire Kit. Configuring the
Charger Plus Hardwire Kit Configure the voltage setting and timer setting based on the
information printed on the hardwire kit. Questions or Comments? What is a Dash Cam? Dash
Cam Installation Guide. Are Dash Cams Legal to Use? Fuse Box and Automotive Fuse Types.
The Dashcam Store's prices won't be beat! If you find a price from a reputable dealer that's
lower than The Dashcam Store's, let us know and we'll match it. Get the best price AND the best
service possible. Read more. We are proud to offer our very own line of patented dashcam
installation kits. Our hardwire kits are designed in-house and are proudly Made in the USA.
Beware of cheap imitations! We have made installing a dashcam in your vehicle simple and
painless! This kit allows you to get rid of the standard cigarette lighter power cord , and safely
tap in to your vehicle's electrical system. No cutting or splicing wires is required; this is
important so that your vehicle's warranty will remain fully intact. This universal kit has options
for different input fuse types where the kit plugs in to your car's fuse box , as well as different
output plug types where the kit plugs in to your dashcam. Unsure which fuse type your vehicle
uses? Installation is easy: just plug-and-play! All you need to do is tuck the output cable the
cord going to your dashcam behind your interior panels from the dashcam to the fuse box,
locate a "hot in start" fuse a. Then, attach the ground ring to a metal ground point on your
vehicle's body, and you are done! A convenient power light is built-in to the housing so you will
know you have done the installation correctly. For detailed instructions, please see our
Advanced Dashcam Installation. New for and featuring beautiful p video that looks great at any
time of day New for , USB 3. Transfer your files up to 10 times faster than a USB 2. This device
Use this simple automotive circuit tester to identify suitable power circuits when installing a
dashcam in your vehicle. This easy to use tool allows you to determine exactly which fuses in
your fuse Used primarily as an aid for installing dashcam cables and wiring inside your vehicle.
This handy trim tool will allow you to guide and tuck your wiring along and under door and
window trims, body Price Match Guarantee! Current Stock:. Quantity: Decrease Quantity:
Increase Quantity:. Add to Compare. Selecting the Correct Kit This universal kit has options for
different input fuse types where the kit plugs in to your car's fuse box , as well as different
output plug types where the kit plugs in to your dashcam. Installation Installation is easy: just
plug-and-play! Videos Hide Videos Show Videos. Add to Cart. Transcend Transcend USB 3.
Customers Also Viewed. Choose Options. These kits are our very own design patent pending
and we are ecstatic to share the fruits of our labor with the automotive community. Our kits are
proudly made in the USA. These installation kits for in-car recorders dashcams or other
accessory devices such as radar detectors and GPS units, allow painless integration of your

dashcam with your vehicle's electrical system. No wires need be cut or tapped into; your wiring
will not be damaged in any way when using one of our kits. The installation kit may also be
easily removed, leaving your vehicle completely the way it was before install. Typically a dash
cam is just plugged in to your vehicle's cigarette lighter. When you turn your car on, the
cigarette lighter outlet is powered, and therefore your dash cam turns itself on and begins
recording. Same thing when you turn your car off, the cigarette lighter loses power and your
dashcam stops recording and turns itself off. With our exclusive installation kits, the power
cable comes from your fuse box instead of the cigarette lighter outlet. No more cord dangling
from your dashcam. This is the clean and simple way to enjoy the benefits of a dash camera.
More details regarding how to install a dashcam with these kits are available on our Advanced
Dashcam Installation page. Selecting the right kit for your dashcam is simple. A dash cam
compatibility list is given on each installation kit page. If you are unsure which kit you need,
please see our page on how to identify your vehicle's fuse type. We recommend having a
professional install your dash cam if you are unsure of the proper and safe installation
methods. Installation Kits. Choose Options. Add to Cart. Skip to main content of over 1, results
for "dash cam install kit". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer
Review. Amazon Certified. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. New Arrivals. Amazon Global
Store. International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to
Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb
Amazon's Choice for dash cam install kit. In stock on February 28, Vantrue Only 12 left in stock
- order soon. Only 15 left in stock - order soon. N
48 liter chevy
2004 dodge stratus starter
ford bronco parts 1996
eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

